Company Overview: Modern PVC, Inc.
(OTCQB: MPVC)

January 9, 2015 Equity Research

MPVC Corporate Description of its Planned Activities1: “Modern PVC, Inc. (MPVC) is a publicly listed (OTC:
MPVC) vertically integrated development stage, niche market natural gas company without the risk of upstream
exploration or midstream intensive capital investment and bring the benefits of wholesale and retail sales with high
margin value added products in additional to our CNG product. We are able to secure upstream natural gas
production by entering into purchase contracts with suppliers at a discount to the current spot price for natural gas.
We have the knowledge and sophistication to hedge these existing physical delivery contracts to further mitigate our
risk and costs.”
Market Opportunity: As noted later in this report, the Department of Energy estimates that about 112,000 vehicles
in the U.S. are powered by natural gas. Clean Energy Fuels Corp. (NASDAQ: CLNE) estimates the market for
CNG includes the following:
-

Transit: 1 billion to 1.5 billion gallons /year
Airports: 2 billion galls / year
Refuse Trucks: 2 billion gallons / year
Heavy Duty Trucks: 25 billion gallon / year

As reference, CLNE estimates the U.S. consumes 365 million gallons of gasoline each day, or 130 billion +
annually. While prices fluctuate dramatically, the price / mmBTU of natural gas is sometimes 1/3 rd of the price of
oil. Coupled with the lower emissions of natural gas vehicles, it seems reasonable to believe that CLNE’s estimate
of a 30 billion market opportunity for natural gas in a 130 billion vehicle fuel market is supportable.
Outlook for MPVC: Through the strategic partnership with GO CNG technology, which will provide filling
equipment, conversion kits and transport units, MPVC reports that users will have the flexibility to operate on
traditional fuels when NG infrastructure is absent. As noted later in this report, MPVC’s operating projections call
for $14 million in 2015 revenue growing to $70 million by 2019, with net income projected by MPVC at $5.9
million in 2015, growing to $29.7 million in 2019. Utilizing a 20x price / earnings multiple derived from the
PowerShares Cleantech Portfolio (PZD) and NASDAQ Composite (QQQ) indices, the implied market cap for
MPVC would be $118 million growing to $594 million in 2019 if MPVC is able to deliver its projected operating
results. The MPVC business plan does not include a projected capital structure, but although MPVC has included
franchising in its operating strategy, which may have the potential to shift the capital burden away from MPVC, it is
still reasonable to expect significant amounts of investment will be required to execute the business plan. As
reference, total assets for CLNE are approximately 3.5x its annual revenue. If this ratio is applied to MPVC
projected revenues, the implied required asset estimate reaches $49 million for 2015 climbing to $250 million in
assets by 2019. If it is assumed that this capital is raised at $5 / share in 2015, this would require the issuance of 9.8
million shares, bringing the total common share count to 16.2 million in 2015. If MPVC delivers its projected 2015
operating results, a potential market cap of $118 million implies a share price of $7.30 on 16.2 million shares. If
MPVC raises $250 million in capital at an average price of $7.50 over the 5 year period, this would require the
issuance of 33.3 million shares, bringing the total to 40 million shares by 2019. If MPVC delivers its projected 2019
operating results, a potential market cap of $594 million implies a share price of $14.85 by 2019 on 40 million
shares. As a development stage company with no revenues generated to date, MPVC faces a wide range of
substantial operating, capitalization, competitive, regulatory and other risks. Similarly, operating in a capital
intensive business, MPVC will require substantial investment and there is no assurance that capital will be available
to the Company on reasonable terms or at all. While the Company faces many significant risks, the CNG market
represents an enormous opportunity for operators that can successfully execute their business plans.

Please review the important disclosures and disclaimers
from Murphy Analytics at the end of this report.
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MPVC Management
Craig Wiita - President, Secretary, Treasurer, Director
Mr. Craig S. Wiita is an independent petroleum and mining professional with over 30 years’ experience devoted to
exploration, development, and production of natural resource deposits.
He is the President of Wiita Mining and Exploration 2 located in Blythe, California where is has been operating a
gold placer mining operation and consulting business successfully since 1987. Mr. Wiita has expert knowledge of
Oil and natural gas exploration and development.
Also, Mr. Wiita has extensive experience in mine reclamation, environmental impact issues and all processes
required by the State, local and Fed-B.L.M. (Bureau of Land Management) regulatory agencies.
Mr. Wiita has resigned as the sole officer and director of Axium Technologies (OTC AXGI), effective 12/1/14.

2

http://www.wiitaminingandexploration.com/id3.html
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MPVC Planned Operations
Following from the MPVC website3 is an overview of the Company’s planned operations:

Strategy:

“Modern PVC's overall strategy is to benefit from participation in the production,
processing, transportation and sales of natural gas assets in North America.”

Overview:

“Our turnkey CNG filling stations can be established at a fraction of the cost of
traditional gasoline service stations providing us and our franchise partners a
higher margin on the fuel and a full range of high margin value added convenience
products.
We are also an operating company that is offering franchise investment
opportunities in both our midstream division of mobile road units with delivery and
processing and in our downstream division for retailing CNG and value added
products from our turnkey CNG filling stations.
We are able to offer our midstream and downstream franchisees a secured supply
and price guaranteed natural gas and CNG. We have the brand, turnkey operations
with integrated systems for accounting and inventory.
We will earn revenue through the sales of natural gas delivery and processing into
CNG to major wholesale buyers such as corporate trucking fleets by providing
onsite delivery and to the individual consumer wanting to refuel their natural gas
powered vehicle and purchase convenience items from our CNG filling stations.”

Mobile Fleet:

Planned
Revenue Streams4:

“MPVC does not have to build the capital intensive infrastructure to collect and process
natural gas into CNG, as we have an expanding fleet of road mobile cost effective
collecting and processing trucking units. These road mobile trucking units can service
producers that do not have the additional capital required to tie into a major existing
pipeline network. We also expedite the delivery of natural gas to market in situations
where additional land permitting and environmental studies are required before new
pipeline can be laid. We will save producers the cost of acquiring additional land,
easements and leases.”

Private Fueling: Sales of CNG to major corporate trucking fleets.
Public Fueling: Providing CNG to consumers from MPVC stations.
Mobile Fueling Stations: Mobile stations targeting off road trucking customers at gravel
/ mine sites.
Franchise Stores: A chain of franchise stores that install conversion units for cars and
trucks.
Joint Venture Fueling Stations: MPVC intends to work with existing service stations to
install compressors and dispensers at existing sites with both parties earning a percentage
of the CNG sales.

3
4

http://www.modernpvc.com/#!projects/cqpb
http://www.modernpvc.com/#!presentations-and-reports/c1tp0
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Strategic Partnership
with GO CNG:

“North American emission reductions/targets are putting pressure on fossil fuel
(diesel/gasoline) users such as the commercial trucking industry. Utilization of natural
gas (NG) over traditional fossil fuels (diesel/gasoline) represents significant emissions
reduction. Modern PVC can reduce diesel consumption by more than 40% (diesel dual
fuel system) and reduce gasoline consumption by 90% using GO CNG technologies. GO
CNG technologies allow users the flexibility to operate on traditional fuels (gasoline or
diesel) when NG infrastructure is absent. GO CNG fueling technologies are easily
adapted into any existing fueling stations (diesel/gasoline). Currently there are limited
fueling stations for NG throughout North America.
Modern PVC has engaged GO CNG technologies (GO CNG) as provider of filling
equipment, conversion kits and transport units. GO CNG has developed a proprietary end
to end solution for Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) for use in large and small vehicles.
GO CNG's proprietary filling equipment is suitable for single vehicle or fleet solutions.
The proprietary compressor advantages are for smaller footprints and higher outputs. GO
CNG has developed a program that allows gas transportation throughout North America.
Private and Public Filling Opportunities
To establish a contiguous CNG fueling station infrastructure throughout high traffic
regions, focusing on high population metropolitan areas and high traffic routes. GO CNG
filling stations can be installed at a fraction of the cost of traditional CNG filling stations,
providing the customer with a higher margin on the fuel savings. Modern PVC offers our
customers a secured supply and price guaranteed natural gas and CNG. We have the
brand and turnkey operations with integrated systems for accounting and inventory.”
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MPVC Market Overview
The U.S. Department of Energy5 Provides an Overview of the Natural Gas Vehicle Market:
Introduction:

“Natural gas powers about 112,000 vehicles in the United States and roughly 14.8
million vehicles worldwide. Natural gas vehicles (NGVs), which can run on compressed
natural gas (CNG), are good choices for high-mileage, centrally-fueled fleets that
operate within a limited area. For vehicles needing to travel long distances, liquefied
natural gas (LNG) is a good choice. The advantages of natural gas as a transportation
fuel include its domestic availability, widespread distribution infrastructure, low cost,
and inherently clean-burning qualities.”

Types of Vehicles:

“Dedicated: These vehicles are designed to run only on natural gas.
Bi-fuel: These vehicles have two separate fueling systems that enable them to run on
either natural gas or gasoline.
Dual-fuel: These vehicles are traditionally limited to heavy-duty applications, have fuel
systems that run on natural gas, and use diesel fuel for ignition assistance.

How Vehicles Work:

“Light-duty vehicles typically operate in dedicated or bi-fuel modes, and heavy-duty
vehicles operate in dedicated or dual-fuel modes. On the vehicle, natural gas is stored in
tanks as CNG. LNG, a more expensive option, is used in some heavy-duty vehicles. The
form of natural gas chosen depends on the range an application needs. Because it is a
liquid, the energy density of LNG is greater than for CNG so more fuel can be stored
onboard the vehicle. This makes LNG well-suited for Class 7 and 8 trucks requiring a
greater range.
In general, dedicated NGVs demonstrate better performance and have lower emissions
than bi-fuel vehicles. Because dedicated NGVs only have one fuel tank, they aren't as
heavy as bi-fuel NGVs and offer more cargo capacity. The driving range of NGVs
generally is less than that of comparable conventional vehicles because of the lower
energy density of natural gas. Extra storage tanks can increase range, but the additional
weight may displace payload capacity.”
Light-duty natural gas vehicles work much like gasoline-powered vehicles with sparkignited engines. The schematic at the right shows the basic CNG fuel system components.
A CNG fuel system transfers high-pressure natural gas from the storage tank to the
engine while reducing the pressure of the gas to the operating pressure of the engine's
fuel-management system. The natural gas is injected into the engine intake air the same
way gasoline is injected into a gasoline-fueled engine. The engine functions the same way
as a gasoline engine: The fuel-air mixture is compressed and ignited by a spark plug and
the expanding gases produce rotational forces that propel the vehicle.
Some heavy-duty vehicles use spark-ignited natural gas systems, but other systems exist
as well. High-pressure direct injection engines burn natural gas in a compressionignition (diesel) cycle, where a small amount of diesel fuel is injected in addition to the
natural gas to facilitate ignition. Heavy-duty engines can also burn diesel and natural
gas in a dual-fuel system.”

5

http://www.afdc.energy.gov/vehicles/natural_gas.html
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The market is dominated by Clean Energy Fuels Corp (NASDAQ: CLNE), which provides the following
overview of its operations from its June 2014 investor presentation 6:

Sampling of CLNE Fleet Relationships:

6

http://files.shareholder.com/downloads/CLNE/3734527496x0x757519/8BF87E7A-9693-471E-9AD6E05BB475D96B/CE_Investor_Presentation_Q2_2014.pdf
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CLNE Illustrates Cost Advantage of Natural Gas:

CNE Provides Market Size and Share Estimates:
Transit Market
o
o
o

1 to 1.5 billion gallon / year market size
30% of new transit vehicles run on natural gas
CLNE fuels 6,000 transit vehicles per day

Airports
o
o

2 billion gallon / year market size
CLNE has locations at 39 airports

Refuse Trucks
o
o
o

2 billion gallon / year market size
179,000 truck market
CLNE fuels 5,000 trucks / day

Heavy Duty Trucks
o
o
o

25 billion gallon / year market size
3.2 million class 8 trucks
1,700 natural gas trucks
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CLNE Focus on the Transportation Market 7

The CLNE Network

7

https://www.cleanenergyfuels.com/america-natural-gas/americas-fuel-challenge/
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Overview of MPVC Financials
Following is a brief review of MPVC’s 10-Q for the period ended 10/31/14. MPVC is a development stage
company.
-

Current assets of $27, with current liabilities of $4,650.

-

Paid in capital of $39,000, with $50,000 in deficit accumulated during the development stage.

-

MPVC reported 6,400,000 outstanding common shares as of 12/5/14.

-

As a development stage company, MPVC has reported no revenues. Operating expenses for the quarter
were $3,442.

-

$17,500 in cash used in operating activities for the 9 months ended 10/31/14 were funded primarily by
$17,400 in cash flows from financing activities.

Following, from the MPVC business plan8, is a proforma illustrating what MPVC expects to be achievable operating
results. Utilizing a price / earnings multiple of 20x, which is referenced from benchmarks presented later in this
report, the implied market cap for MPVC would be $119 million in 2015 climbing to $595 million in 2019 if MPVC
is able to deliver these operating results. The plan does not indicate how much capital investment is required. As
reference, CLNE generated $352 million in revenue in 2013 on $1.25 billion of total assets, approximately 3.5x
revenue. If MPVC is able to generate $70 of revenue, applying the same multiple would imply that MPVC would
require $250 million in assets. To raise equity of $250 million, MPVC would need to issue 25 million shares if
raised at $10 / share and 50 million shares if raised at $5 / share on average. MPVC currently has $6.4 million
shares outstanding.

8

http://www.modernpvc.com/#!presentations-and-reports/c1tp0
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Benchmark Indices (Funds)
PowerShares Cleantech Portfolio9

PowerShares QQQ10

Recent Top Holdings:

Recent Top Holdings:

Recent Select Metrics:

Recent Select Metrics:

Price/Earnings Multiple: 22.6x

Price/Earnings Multiple: 20.1x

Average Market Cap: $12 billion

Average Market Cap: $199 billion

Price / Book: 3.0x

Price / Book: 4.4x

Return on Equity: 12%

Return on Equity: 20.6%

Ticker: PZD

Ticker: QQQ

Methodology: The PowerShares QQQ™, formerly
Methodology: The Index is designed to track the
leading cleantech companies, from a broad range of
industry sectors that offer the best investment returns.
The Cleantech Index is a modified equally weighted
index composed of stocks (and ADRs of such stocks) of
publicly traded cleantech companies. The Fund and the
Index are rebalanced and reconstituted quarterly.

9

known as "QQQ" or the "NASDAQ- 100 Index
Tracking Stock®", is an exchange-traded fund based on
the Nasdaq-100 Index®. The Fund will, under most
circumstances, consists of all of stocks in the Index. The
Index includes 100 of the largest domestic and
international nonfinancial companies listed on the
Nasdaq Stock Market based on market capitalization.
The Fund is rebalanced and reconstituted quarterly.

https://www.invesco.com/portal/site/us/financial-professional/etfs/product-detail?productId=PZD
http://www.invescopowershares.com/products/overview.aspx?ticker=qqq
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MPVC and Comparable ETF Performance Chart from quotemedia.com
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MPVC Risks
MPVC and its investors face a variety of operating and other risks, including but not limited to:
-

The ability to raise capital

-

The likelihood of raising capital through the issuance of shares, diluting existing shareholders

-

The ability to execute the business strategy in a very competitive environment

-

Risks related to market acceptance and demand for services

-

MPVC faces significant competition, and MPVC failure to compete effectively could adversely affect
MPVC sales and results of operations

-

MPVC has limited operating history and may generate significant operating losses

-

MPVC may have critical future cash requirements but no assured financing source to meet such
requirements

-

Operating results may vary significantly from quarter to quarter

-

MPVC may be unsuccessful at generating internal growth

-

The departure of key personnel could disrupt MPVC business

-

There is currently only a limited market for MPVC common stock, and the market for MPVC common
stock may continue to be illiquid, sporadic and volatile

-

Other risks referenced from time to time in company filings

-

MPVC management has identified material weaknesses in its internal controls over financial reporting

-

If MPVC does not attract customers, the Company will not make a profit, which ultimately will result in a
cessation of operations.

-

MPVC faces strong competition from larger and well established companies, which could harm the
business and ability to operate profitably
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Murphy Analytics Disclosures and Disclaimers
This report by Murphy Analytics LLC and the Analyst (together referred to as “MA”) on Modern PVC, Inc. (the
“Company”) is to be used for informational purposes only. Nothing in this report should be construed as investment
advice or as an offer to buy or sell any securities. This report is based on information assumed to be reliable and
accurate, but MA does not guarantee or make any representation with regard to its reliability, accuracy or
completeness. MA made no attempt to independently verify the reliability, accuracy or completeness of this
information utilized in the writing of this report. The opinions expressed in this report are subject to change without
notice. MA accepts no liability with regard to any loss arising from any use of this report. Past performance of the
Company should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of future performance, and no representation or
warranty, expressed or implied, is made by MA regarding future performance. Any security discussed in this report
may be deemed speculative and therefore not appropriate or suitable for all investors. This report contains
statements that are "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act
of 1995. These statements are based on estimates and projections made by the Company and/or by MA. These
estimates and projections are derived in part on assumptions, and are not guarantees of future performance.
Because future performance is quite difficult to predict, actual outcomes and results may differ materially from what
is expressed or forecasted in forward-looking statements due to numerous factors. Such factors include, but are not
limited to, the Company's ability to execute effectively its business plan and acquisition strategy, failure by the
Company to retain key personnel, changes in the markets in which the Company operates, the development of new
products and services that compete with those offered by the Company, competitive pressures, economic and
political conditions, changes in consumer behavior, the introduction of competing products having technological
and/or other advantages, and other risks not contemplated by the Company or by MA. These and other risks are
described in the Company's filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission. These filings should be read in
conjunction with the MA report. MA was paid $3,000 by the Company in advance of the publication of this report.
MA assumes no responsibility to update information concerning the Company. MA owns no shares in the
Company. No part of the compensation to MA is tied to any content contained in this report or any view expressed
in this report. The Analyst for this report Patrick J. Murphy, CFA, has nearly 20 years of investment and transaction
analysis across a range of asset classes including microcap equities, commercial real estate debt and equity,
municipal derivatives and public finance, venture capital, fixed income, commercial MBS and mortgage
REIT's. Murphy Analytics sometimes provides analytical services to various venture capital firms, privately held
companies, non-profits and investor relations firms. Mr. Murphy is an alumnus of the University of Notre Dame
(1991), with an undergraduate degree in Economics, and earned a Masters Degree in Finance from St. Louis
University in 1997. Mr. Murphy is a CFA Charterholder and a member of the CFA Society of St. Louis. I, Patrick
J. Murphy, hereby certify that all views expressed in this report accurately reflect my personal views about the
Company, and that no part of my compensation was or will be related to the views expressed in this report.
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